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Abstract. The paper addresses the problem of visual recognition of several hand postures corresponding to a
few operations commonly performed in virtual environments, such as: object selection, translation, rotation and
resizing. Processing is performed in a top-view scenario with a top-mounted camera that monitors the user’s
hands on the working desktop. By careful choosing and controlling of the scene and lighting conditions, hands
segmentation is fast and robust which increases the performances of the hand posture classifier. The chosen
classifier was a multilayered perceptron with three layers. By keeping all the processing at a low level of
complexity and by considering an appropriate control of the environment, we obtain a real time 25 fps
functional system with high detection and recognition accuracy results.
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The paper discusses the visual recognition of a
set of hand postures that have been selected in
accordance to several commonly commands
that may be performed for interacting with
virtual objects inside VR environments. Hand
postures have been identified for common
operations such as: selection, translation,
rotation and resize of virtual objects. Posture
recognition is carried out using a Multilayered
Perceptron with a three layers structure.

Introduction
Human gestures are perceived as a natural
mean for interacting and conveying information
[1] and gesture based interfaces are looked
upon as ideal with respect to the human
computer interaction techniques [2, 3]. Even
more, video based gesture recognition has the
main attraction of not being intrusive and of not
requiring the user to wear additional
equipments or devices, giving in the end a
comfortable feeling of naturalness.

Previous work

For the special case of virtual environments,
appropriate human computer interfaces are in
order. VR appears as an impoverished version of
the physical world with incomplete sensory cues
and simplified and inconsistent world models.
The virtual experience is influenced by
experiential, cognitive, perceptual and motor
differences between users.
Hence, the
interaction technology should be appropriate so
that the overall user experience in the virtual
environment should not be diminished.

Basic research has been conducted under the
general term of gesture recognition, most of
which is centered on hand recognition. Gesture
recognition can be grouped in two major
categories: gesture acquisition (using techniques
specific to video and image processing) and
actual gesture recognition (techniques that are
specific to pattern recognition). Gesture
acquisition considers the detection and tracking
of an object of interest (for example the hand
with the fingers). Detection techniques include
video segmentation function of several
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characteristics: color, motion or mixed (for
example edges as the result of an edge detection
process). Tracking [4] was successfully
employed for continuously determining a series
of characteristics of the object of interest (such
as position, orientation, etc.). Several
approaches have been focusing on hands
detection using skin color models [5, 6, 7].

Video capture is carried out at a resolution of
320x240 and 25 fps. The working desk assures a
homogenous background (see Figure 2, working
desk is of blue colour) that allows for a fast and
accurate segmentation of the user’s hands.

Markov models have been used by Starner &
Pentland [8] for the recognition of ASL
(American Sign Language). The system uses a
color camera in order to detect hands wearing
colored gloves. Hong et al. [9] describe a 2D
gesture recognition technique in which each
gesture is modeled using a finite state machine
in the spatio-temporal space.
Kumar et al. [10] propose a method of gesture
classification based on temporal motion
templates and wavelet transforms. They use a
temporal representation of gesture based on
differences between consecutive images by
building motion templates. For Davis [11], the
starting point is motivated by the fact that a
human observer can instantaneously recognize
gestures without great effort in low level
resolution images. A Binary Motion Region,
BMR image is computed to act as an index in
the gesture library. BMR describes the spatial
distribution of motion for a given angle and for a
give gesture.

Figure 1. The working scenario
(top mounted camera monitoring the working
desk and the user’s hands).

In what concerns the interaction with virtual
environments (selection, manipulation and
travel), several guidelines and suggestions on
selecting appropriate gestures have been
proposed [1, 2, 12, 13, 14, 15]. It was taken into
account also the solution for tracking the paths
as in [16].
Working scenario parameters
The working scenario is as presented in Figure
1, including a top mounted camera that monitors
the working area and the user’s hands. A
snapshot of the camera viewing angle is
presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Camera view of the working area
(top view).
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Lighting is controlled in order to assure for a
good contrast between the user’s hands and the
working desk. The video camera auto controls
the brightness and exposure settings.

where hue varies from 0 to 359 and saturation
from 0 to 255.

Hands detection

We have selected four hand postures by
considering a few common operations
encountered when interacting with virtual
objects (see Figure 6) such as: selection,
translation, rotation and resize. Two of these
operations (selection and translation) are
performed with one hand only, the other two
(rotation and resize) are two-hand operations.
Finally, we only have 3 distinct hand postures as
presented in Figure 4.

Hands postures recognition

Hands segmentation is achieved using a simple
low cost skin filtering in the HSV colour space
on the hue and saturation components.
p is skin ⇔

[

]

[

hue( p ) ∈ hlow , hhigh ∧ saturation ( p ) ∈ slow , shigh

]

where p is the current pixel submitted to
classification and [hlow , hhigh ] and [s low , s high ] are the
low and high thresholds for the hue and
saturation components.
The technique is very fast (the complexity order
is O(n) where n is the dimension of the
processed video frame) and assures for accurate
hands segmentation under the previously
mentioned working conditions. Segmentation
results are given in Figure 3.

Figure 4. Selected hand postures.
Recognition is performed using a multi-layered
Perceptron, organized using a 3-layer structure
of 39 neurons (20-16-3), as follows:
 the 1st layer consists of 20 input neurons
coding each hand blob using 5 x 4 = 20
values, normalized in the interval [0..1] (see
Figure 5)
 the 2nd layer uses 16 hidden neurons.
Experiments showed that 16 neurons in the
hidden layer offer the best performance on
the testing set
rd
 the 3 layer with 3 neurons, each outputting
a real value in the [0, 1] interval representing
the probability of recognition for each of the
3 hand postures.

Figure 3. Segmentation results
(segmentation is performed in the HSV
colour space by filtering on hue / saturation).
The values for the hue / saturation thresholds
were chosen experimentally as follows:
hlow = 180, hhigh = 240 and slow = 20, shigh = 150

Figure 5. Hand blob coding using a
5x4 matrix structure.
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a) video snapshot

b) hands segmentation

c) corresponding action in the virtual
environment

Figure 6. Set of hand postures and associated commands for interacting with virtual objects.

Table 1. Neural network details
Network structure

The results obtained on a test set consisting of
67 images show a level of accuracy of 92%.
Details with regards to the multi-layered
Perceptron are given in table 1.

Training set
Testing set
Accuracy on the
testing set
480

39 neurons distributed
in 3 layers: 20-16-1
152 images
67 images
92%
(61 of 67 images
correctly classified)

Prior processing includes blob rotation so that
the blob’s longest axis should be parallel to the
vertical axis, see Figure 7. This is done by
computing the two axis of the ellipse of inertia
having the same area and centre of mass as the
hand blob.

system with high detection and recognition
accuracy results.
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